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Europe has responsibilities in decisions concerning possible natural 

and man induced climatic changes in relation with co2 , CH4 increases, the 

use of industrial compounds capable of modifying the composition, the tem

perature structure and the optical properties of the earth upper atmosphere 

with climatic impact. 

The present status of the upper atmospheric ozone and climate pro

blem can best be represented by the WMO document entitled "Atmospheric 

Ozone 1985" from which the following sentences have been taken: 

"For several decades scientists have sought to understand the com

plex interplay between the chemical, radiative, and dynamical processes 

that govern the structure of the Earth's atmosphere. During the last decade 

or so there has been particular interest in studying the processes which 

control atmospheric ozone since it ha~ been predicted that man-made pollu

tants might cause harmful effects to the environment by modifying the total 

column content and vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone. Until 

recently most of the emphasis was directed towards understanding the stra

tosphere were great'er than 90% of the ozone resides. However, during the 

last few years there has been an increasing interest in studying those fac

tors which control ozone in the troposphere 

Changes in the total column content of atmospheric ozone would modify 

the amount of biologically harmful ultraviolet radiation penetrating to the 

Earth's surface with potential adverse effects on human health ( skin 

cancer) and on the aquatic and terestrial ecosystems. Changes in the verti

cal distribution of atmospheric ozone, along with changes in the atmosphe

ric concentrations of other infrared active gases, could contribute to a 

change on a regional and global scale by modifying the atmospheric tempera

ture structure. 
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The ozone issue has evolved from one of the effect of individual pol

lutants to consideration of a multiplicity of possible pollutants the 

effects of which must be considered together. The man-made and natural che

micals of interest include the nitrogen oxides (NOx) from subsonic and 

supersonic aircraft, nitrous oxide (N20) from agricultural and combustion 

practices, chlorofluorocarbons (CFC' s) used as aerosol propellants, foam 

blowing agents, and refrigerants, brominated compounds used as fire retar

dants, carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (C02) fran combustion pro

cesses, and methane (CH4 ) from a variety of sources including natural and 

agricultural wetlands, tundra, biomass burning, and enteric fermentation in 

ruminants. It is now clear that these same gases are also important in the 

climate issue. 

It should be noted that there are t'N'O distinct aspects of the issue 

that need to be considered, i.e. understanding those processes that control 

the atmospheric distribution of ozone today, and those processes· that need 

to be understood in order to predict the atmospheric distribution of ozone 

in the future. If changes are observed in the distribution of ozone we must 

be able to understand how periodic and episodic natural phenomena such as 

solar activity and volcanic eruptions cause ozone to vary in space and time 

in order to isolate the impact of the changing atmospheric concentrations 

og gases such as the CFC's, C02, cH4 and N2o. 

There is a strong coupling in the stratosphere between the chemistry, 

radiation, and dynamics. This is because atmospheric ozone is a strong 

absorber of solar radiation, thus strongly influencing the temperature 

structure and circulation of the stratosphere, which in turn controls the 

distribution of atmospheric ozone and the trace gases which control 

ozone ••• 
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The climate problem has broadened in scope from the cO2-climate pro

blem to the trace gas-climate problem. Changes in the atmospheric concen

trations of ozone as well as H2o, CH4, N2o, .the CFC's, and other gases will 

all modify the thermal structure of the atmosphere ••• 

A vital component of any atmospheric research program is the acquisi

tion of well calibrated long-term (multiyear) measurements of atmospheric 

parameters in order to monitor the state of the atmosphere and to differen

tiate between the different scales of temporal variability. 

Global data sets obtai
1

ned from satellite are essential to complement 

data obtained using ground, aircaft, balloon, and rocket based instrumenta

tion. Such data sets are essential to more fully undei;.stand the interplay 

on a global scale between chemical, radiative and dynamical processes, and 

to validate aspects of the multidimensional models. In addition, such data 

are needed to check the geographical representatitiveness of local measure

ments of large scale phenomena ••• 

The major advantage of satellite measurements is their global coverge 

and uniformity. One further attribute which needs greater emphasis than it 

has received in he past is continuity of measurement. This is highly desi

rable for the establishment of climatologies and absolutely vital for the 

detection of trends. It is therefore urged that further remote sensing mis

sions be planned to succeed UARS following 1989 and that rrore emphasis be 

given to the intercalibration of successive satellite measurements. 

The continued analysis of satellite data sets for ozone, temperature, 

solar irradiance, and the outgoing terrestrial emission is essential for 

developing a complete understanding of radiative process in the Earth's 

stratosphere and mesosphere ••• 
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Continued release of chlorofluorocarbons 11 and 12 at the 1980 rate 

would reduce the ozone vertical column by about 5-8% according to one

dimensional photochemical models .and by a global averae of about 9% accor

ding to two-dimensional models, with reductions of - 4% in the tropics, -

9% in temperature zones and - 14% in polar regions ••• 

All models with all scenarios predict that continued release of CFC's 

11 and 12 at the 1980 rate will reduce local ozone at 40 km by - 40% or 

more ••• 

Examination of the NOAA SBCJV-2 satellite measurement program indicates 

that if the system operates as designed, it is capable of global ozone 

trend detection in the middle to upper stratosphere, as well as total 

ozone, to within about 1.5% over a period of one decade at the 95% confi

dence level. 

As with other long-term measurement programs however, it is necessary 

to examine continually the SBCJV-2 instrument performance and satellite 

measurements and compare them with independent data ••• 

Develop a long-term satellite and ground-based temperature measurement 

program sufficient to measure a mid-stratospheric temperature trend to a 

95% confidence level of 1.SK/decade •.• 

The next crucial issue concerns accurate determination of decadal 

trends in radiative forcings, trace gases, planetary albedo (to determine 

effects of aerosols and cloud feedback) and surface-troposphere-strato

sphere temperatures. The observational challenges are formidable and must 

be overcome for a scientifically credible interpretation of the human 

impacts on climate •.. ". 

The ozone studies must include upper and lower boundaries. Airglow 

observations would be particularly suitable for this purpose. Atomic 

oxygen and OH airglow observation would provide information on the 

dynamically controlled behaviours of the mesosphere and low thermosphere 
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which are influenced by the breaking of small scale gravity waves. Vertical 

advection of ozone related species could also play an important role at 

these altitudes. There~ore, a long term mapping of O and OH nightglow _could 

be of interest in understanding the roles of advection and diffusion in the 

mesosphere. 

Europe will also have to be present in the framework of large 

international research and application programmes such as the International 

Geosphere Biosphere Programme. 

For many issues, Europe has and will have in the future to rely on its 

own space means to make the appropriate decisions. some of these aspects 

relate to the observation of middle atmospheric ( 10-100 km alt) 

quantities. Future METEOSATS will possibly be the only platforms 

fulfilling the required conditions. In addition, a geostationary platform 

offers unique opportunities to study some of the aspects related for 

instance to diurnal variations most suitable to test theoretical models. 

The observations will be used for monitoring and for research purposes, 

Three categories of observations have been considered: 

A. Providing the minimum beseline data implying the minimum technical 

constraints and strictly taking into account the METEOSAT context. 

Most of the data could be acquired through observations at 

wavelengths shorter than 1000 nm allowing the use of easyer to 

handle detectors associated with one single appropriate optical 

system including interchangeable adequate filters. 

B. More sophisticated, leading to more refined studies possibly 

required within the envisaged timeframe: up to the year 2010. 

c. In situ data, some of which peing necessary for the satellite 

housekeeping, could be collected by means of an in situ scientific 

package. 

A. Temperature should be monitored for long periods of time in the 

altitude range : 35-45 km. A dedicated Selective Chopper Radiometer should 

fulfil this role. A preliminary study of an adequiate sensor is discussed 

in Annex 1. 
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The ozone content above 40 km should be monitored by means of a BUV 

differential sensor (a preliminarystudy is given in Annex 2). 

A Total Ozone monitor is also necessary and would also provide 

information about the tropopause height (see Annex 3). A spatial resolution 

of 1° x 1° at the subs-satellite point would be ideal. It should not be 

less than 5° x 5°. The entire disk should be mapped. 

Minor effects at tropospheric levels like the CH4 increase could be 

greatly amplified in the upper atmosphere ( see Annex 4), changing the 

hydrogen content, hence noctilucent clouds formation and the radiation 

balance. The state of the . upper atmosp~ere should be monitored by mapping 

airglow features such as the strong 02 band (several) tenth of 

kilorayleighs) at 769 nm for atomic oxygen and the OH bands from 80 O to 

1000 m for instance. 

A simple airglow and auroral imaging system must be included. The 

primary spectral region should be ultra-violet and visible. The thermal 

requirements are then minimal: a passive cooler at most, and the achievable 

objectives are very wide-spread, probably best selected by a P.I. type 

proposal selection in response to, a suitable Announcement of Opportunity. 

It is necessary that these imagers use latest 2 D imaging 

technology, and o not have to resort to inefficient spin-scan/PMT methods. 

The most appropriate detector, an Imaging Photon Detector or cooled cco 

( 150 K) would depend on considerations such as wavelength ranges and the 

science objectives/ radiation environment etc. 

Many interesting objectives can be addressed with a simple full-disk 

imaging philosophy; using solar blind UV wavelengths on the sunlit disk, 

and visible near / IR wave~engths on the night-time part of the disk. 

Several objectives your draft mentions could be addressed (NLC, ozone, 02, 

O, OH etc. ) , as well as auroral / and "conventional" air glow. 

It is important to use efficient narrow band filtering to allow high 

quality imaging data on the night-side emissions when part of the sunlit 

disk is also visible. 
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From the scientific viewpoint, it would be valuable to include objec

tiv~s of the mesosphere/ thermosphere regions, as well as some objectives 

of the "middle atmosphere". 

B 1. More sophisticated natir or disk viewing should be performed by top

side microwave sounding for stratospheric H2o (183 GHz) and CO, 0 3 • 

Infrared heterodyne spectrometry should be used to study vertical pro

files of Temperature, H2o, 03 and other species. Tropospheric data down to 

ground level over cloud free areas would also be obtained. 

B2. Limb observation allowing monitoring and study of diurnal variations 

could be performed using stellar occultation providing information on the 

density profiles, temperature, 03, etc ••• (Annex 6). 

Thermal emissions and chemiluminescent emissions observed by means of 

a Conical Limb Radiometer (Annex 6) would provide information on o 3 , H2o, 

C02 using cooled multistrip detectors associated with an appropriate tele

scope. Cooled optics would give access to other trace species : cH4 , N2o, 

NO, N02, HN03 , CO, etc ••• and airglow features. 

c. A high energy particles package should be studies to be included (see 

Annex 5). 

A preliminary assessment indicates the need for a more efficient than 

spin stabilized system. 

Further actions: Studies should be initiated concerning the feasibi

lity, the instruments requirements and the operations. 
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Dedicated Selective Chopper Mapper 

Each part of the globe is observed from a geostationnary platform 

under unchanged conditions of observations and this is a basic advantage 

for a long term monitoring of the climate of the earth. So, the survey of 

the evolution in time can be ideally though the geometrical conditions of 

observation are varying with the distance on the earth from the 

equatorial subsatellite point. 

We suggest here below a concept of monitoring instrument for the 

temperature of the upper part of the stratosphere, near 3 mb, i.e. the 

most critical region of the ozone layer. 

The ability of performing tempera~ure sounding in the upper 

stratosphere has been demonstrated with the "Selective Chopper Radio

meter" (SCR). Using this principle, we propose to image the earth on a 

two dimensional·mosaic of detectors (32 x 32 or possibly 16 x 16), either 

uncooled (pyroelectric/CCD gybrid array) or, if necessary, cooled (CMT 

detectors) using a closed cycle cryogenic device. 

The size of an element of the geographical grid monitored on the 

earth could be (see numerical example, Annex 1) near 400 x 400 km 

(3,6 x 3,6 degree) at the subsatellite point, which corresponds, for the 

stationnary orbit, to a field of view of 0.63 x 0.63 degree per element 

of the earth imager. 

According to the principle of the SCR, the whole beam crosses 

alternativel: a co2 cell at pressure P1 and an other co2 cell at pressure 

P
2

• The values of P1 and P2 are selected with a view to obtain a 

weighting function centered at 3 mb by differentiating the weighting 

function obtained at pressures P1 and P2• 
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An accurate internal calibration device is required. If, as 

expected, (see Annex 1) a performing device can be achieved with uncooled 

detectors, the whole instrument should be low volume and low weight (a 

few kilograms). 

A similar imaging radiometer can be centered on the 9.6 ozone band 

for deriving an estimation of the global column density of ozone and a 

survey the variations of the global column in the earth sector imaged on 

each detector of the array. 

NUMERICAL APPLICATION 

Field of view per pixel a • 1 0 - 2 rad. 

Diameter of the lens L1 D • 20 mm. 

Focal length of the lens L
1 

F • 20 mm. 

Size of the array (32 x 32) 6,4 x 6,4 mm. 

Spectral bandwidth 660 to 680 cm-, (Q branch of the co
2 

band) (t.cr "' 

20 cm-1 ). 

Spectral radiance of the atmosphere L 

Flux per pixel 

-2 -, -, 
0.05 W.m Sr /cm • 

The expected NEP (- ,o-10 W. Hz-112 ) from a pyroelectric/CCD 

hybrid device appears compatible with this value of 0, taking into 

account that the signal to noise ratio can be greatly increased by large 

integration time. From this point of view, the three axis stabilized 

option is highly recommended. 
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Total, upper stratospheric and mesospheric ozone observation coupled with 

relevant airglow mapping. 

The observation of back scattered ultraviolet light is here the 

subject of a preliminary study taking into account the particular 

configuration relative to earth of a geostationnary platform. The geo

metry is shown in figure A.2.1. The earth is shown on the north pole 

side, the earth-satellite system completes a full rotation over 24 hours. 

The solar radiation impinges on the surface at an angle H relative to 

earth center-satelliJe line. Some of its irradiance is deposited at 

successive levels in the atmosphere through ozone and Rayleigh extinction 

in the wavelength range considered. Apart of the scattered radiation 

issued from various longitudes at the equator · ( the only great circle 

considered here as an example) reaches the satellite after experiencing 

some extinction by the atmosphere. The following parameters have been 

taken into account in the evaluation: a standard model of o
3

, N2 and o2 
vertical distributions, extinction coefficients of o

3 
and air at 295 nm, 

the zenith angles for incoming and outg~ing radiation, the air scattering 

phase function for scattering from 80° to 0° longitude, L, the satellite 

being above the Greenwich meridian, local times of the sub-satellite 

point ranging from noon (H • 0°) to 2200 hrs in the .western hemisphere, 

the situation being symmetric for the eastern hemisphere from 0200 hrs to 

noon. 

The computed altitude weighting functions are shown in figures 

A.2.2 to A.2.17 ~or H • 150° to 0° and for longitudes L - Oto 80°. The 

radiance of the outgoing radiation is given in cm2 per steradian and per 

km interval in the atmosphere for an irradiance equal to unity (cm-2). 

The figure shows that the range of altitudes covered is from 35 to 65 km. 

The effect of a 5% reduction of ozone in the 35 to 45 km altitude range 

has been considered. The ratio R1 of the altitude integrated radiance to 

be observed without the change to the radiance with the ozone decreased 

has been evaluated. It is shown in figure A.2.18 versus L for H = 0 to 
-7 -6 2 1 150°. The total radiances are such (10 to 10 cm- st-) that a small 
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size optical device would allow the required mapping and the study of 

long term ozone trends. Observation at wavelength larger than 300 

nanometers would allow total ozone mapping. Night airglow observations 

coul~ be performed for H - 170° to 190°, 4 hours per day. 

s 

G 

FIG. A.2. 1 
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NOTES A~D CORRESPO:'.DENCE 

Estimation of Total Ozone from Satellite Measurements of 
Backscattered mtraviolet Earth Radiance 

CAllLTON L. 11A TEEll 

C~ Jl"-ol.fiul S...a, Toro""1 

A~D DONALD F. HEATH AND AltLIN J. UUEGEJl 

G«l,tlw s,-. Fliihl Cmw, c,-w, JU. 

14 April 1971 

ABSTRACT 

Total oaooe ia estimated from N"imbua IV aatellice meuurementa oi the attenuation of b&cbcattued 
r-.dianca at -velenp between 3100 and)t00:1. A'.meuurement

0

ofthe bacbcatterec(radlance at 3800 .1, 
outside the o, ablorpcioa band, ii IIICd to determiu IA 'equivalent L&m.ben albedo:for the doud-crowid
h&&e aurface viewed by the ~L Tbe'meuured reJalive atteoll&tioD:at two wavelenp ia CDmpared 
with •Ilda values pre<0mputed for a aeriel of st&Ddud 0, pronles and corncted for the equivalent Lambert 

1307 
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albedo. Total C110M la obtained by lnterpalatioca. Two altematlw mctllods aft mtd to allip aa eqwnlcat 
Lambert albedo a& Iba abeotbin1 nvuqUta. 1D tM in& metllod, tM value dcl&nll.inecl at 3800 J. II -. 
aamed to be appUc:ahle a, tJ.c ablorbiac nwlalcihl. 1D the NCDad metllod, tlae albedo ac dac ablorbillc 
-vclactha ia calculaced fo, a IUlplc of 320 caw of DC&r-c:DiDddcnce wida ll'O'llld·bued Dobloll lp«tro
pbotomew mcaaa-u of total o .. Jlcsraalo• equatioaa •• daa developed to pndict die abaorbiDc 
-wleacda albedo fnna Iba 3P l albedo. PIDally, dacN resr-ioa equatiou an ia&l'oduced lDto the 
total 0 1 tftluadoca procldure. Toul 0101M ftlua 11waated by daae methods an CDCDpucd witla die 
Dobloe (poulld-u,ada) da&a by Uncar rcsraaioL Oline tidier albedo mctllod, die Dobaaaa data are re
covued from tJ.c atcllica data ,rida a 11&11dard error ol 11tima&a of about 0.020 atm<m from maawtmenu at 
3125 and l312 l. aDd wlda a 1canclud error of about 0.025 atm-cm from meuu.remcnu atl175 ud ll911. 
Put of thia mar may be attributed to a lack ol pcrf cct ainiultancity ia space and time betwea die Dobloll 
and satellite data. ni. available tYidenc:c •aesu daat die tnae staadard error of die •tallit.e data may be 
0.015 atm<m • 1- for 10lar anida &111111 <6'>•. 

1. Introduction 

Backscattered ultr:i.violet ('l,"\ 1 e:irth radiances h:.\·e 
been measured fronr~imbus IV by means of a double 
monochromator th:it is step~ C\"ery 32 sec through 12 
discrete ~velengths between 2.500 ~d 3400 A in the 
Hartley-Huggins ozone absorption band. ne mon~ 
chromator has a 10 A bandpass and views the earth in 
the satellite's nadir direction. Once per orbit, ne:u- the 
northern terminator, a ground aluminum diffuser plate 
is deployed to measure the c.,"traterrestrial sol:ir ir
radiance. A separate filter photometer, wi\h a 50 A 
bandpass and with the same field of view as the moo~ 
chromator, measures the backscattered e:irth radiance 
:it 3SOO A, outside the 0 1 :ibsorpli,,n b:ind. further 
det:iil~ oC the instrument p:idage may be found in 
TT,, .\"imluu IV Ustr':s C.iJt. 
. The physical basis for estimating total ozone irom 
b:ickscattered UV radiances has been discus.sed by lJa,·c 
and llatecr (1967). It will suffice to say here th:it totil! 
0 1 is inferred from measurements at wa,·elengths near 
the long-wavelength end of the 01 absorption band. At 
these wavelengths the absorptioa is swliciently we:ilt 
so that most of the photons reaching the satellite in
strument have pas.sed through the ozone layer :ind bttn 
backscattered from within the troposphere. Thus, the 
backscattered radiance at the s:itellite depends on li 
the attenu:ition of the direct solar beam on its sl:i.nt 
path through the 0%0ne layer, 21 the rdecting power of 
the troposphere (molecular and .&erosol scattering :ind 
surface and cloud redections)~ and 3) the attenu:ition •>f 
the diffusely redected photoa stream ;a it p.wa 
"·ertically upward through the 0 1 layer. If 8, is the !Un 's 
zenith angle for the sol:ir ray incident on the e:mh's 
surface at the sub-satellite poiat and I the sun's ic:nith 
angle for the s:une r:i.y at the level of ~,:imum Oa 
density (about 22 km), then the total attenu:ition pa1h 
of b.ickscattered photons through the ozone l:iyc:r, from 
1) and J), is proportional to l+secl. 

The rdecting power of the troposphere is highly 
variable. · For surface-based total Oa determinations, 
measurements are made :it a pair of wavelengths, one 
fairly strongly absorbed by ozone, the other rilther 

wea.lc.ly a~rbed. The two wavelengths are sepa.rated 
by appro:<imately 200 A so that sc:attering effects arc 
about the same at each wavelength and the relative 
:lttenuation for the pair is sensitive mostly to total 
ozone. Da,·e ~ lfateer found this to be true for · 
b:i.cksc-.lttered radiances, provided absorptioa. at the 
shorter, more strongly absorbed wavelength, met the 
c;riterion for penetratioa discussed in the preceding 
paragraph. Accordingly, we infer total Oi from the rela.
th·e loprithmic attenuation N foe wavelength pairs: 
(E) 3125, JJ12 A. and (F) 3175, 3398. For e.-cample, 

.Y(3125, 3312)• log11(F,//}nu-log1,(F,/I}uu, (1) 

wher~ F .. is the t'.'ttraterrestrial solar irndiaace, :ind 
/ th.: backscattered earth racliance. The me:i..sured 
,·alu.: ol .\" is comp:i.red with values pre-computed for a 
series of di.nerent standard 0a pro6les and total ozone . 
is estimated by interpolation. 

2. Enluation procedure 

The pre-computed data cover the lull range of possi
ble solar zenith angles (O~I,~ 90•) and all orders cil 
molecular scattering are acaJUDted for by successive 
iteration ol the auxiliary equatioa (Dave, 196-l) in a 
pseudo-spherical atmosphere (DeLuisi and }fateer, 
1971). The computations were carried out for 16 stan
dard O, pro6les, including three in a low-latitude series 
( < 25•), si.-c in a mid-latitude series, and seven in a 
high-latitude series (> 501. The profiles correspond
ing to the lowest and highest total ozone amounts for 
each series are shown in F"11. 1. The low-latitude pr~ 
nles were developed from data obtained by direct 
soundings at the Canal Zone (Hering and Borden, 1 ~); 
the mid-latitude profiles from direct soundings at 
Boulder, Colo. (Dutsch, 1966); and the high-latitude 
protilc:s from direct soundings at Resolute, Canada 
(data. obtained in advana ol publiation). Two sets 
of tables were computed, one for a surf ace pressure of 
1.0 atm, the other for 0.4 atm. 

Perhaps the most aitial aspect of the evaluation 
method is the treatment of cloud and surl:ice redectioas 
and b:i.clucattering by tropospheric aerosols. In our 
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method, the areal a,·erage of these ·eft'ects is incor
porated into the procedure as an equivalent (Lambert} 
surface albedo or ret1ectivity R. For a ginn wavelength, 
'll"t may write 

I (!2,80,R} • I {0,8.,0} + T(0,8o}R.1(1-R·S{O}), (2) 

where O is the total ozone for a st:indard profile; 
/ ( P.,So,R) the backscattered radiance for conditions 
sp1.·d1ied by !2. s., R; /{O.,o,0) the backscattered radi
:in~e for conditions spec:ined by n, lo, and R•O; 
T{P.,80} the extraterrestrial irradiance times the direct 
plus diffuse incoming transmittance times the outbound 
diffuse transmittance [Dave's (1946) notation, T 
• 1• Q]; and S(O} the fractional 'Kbole-atmosphere 
l,ack.sc:utering for isotropically redected surface radi
ation [S•(T) in Dave's notation]. 

In the case of photometer measurements at 3800 A 
outside the ozone absorption band, the O dependence 
drops out of all terms in Eq. (2), and the measurement 
of I {lo,R} permits the direct calculation of R, i.e., 

' 1(8.,R)-l{lo,0) R•----------. 
T(So}+S(I{lo,R}-/{8.,0}] 

(3) 

In the tables, the quantities 1(0,8.,0} and T(0,80) are 
listed for each absorbing wavelength, each toial ozone, 
and each solar zenith angle, while S IOI is listed for each 
absorbing wavelength and each total ozone. Similar 
listings apply for 3800 A, but without the total 01 
dependence. 

For the ~ 2-sec dwell time at each monochroma.tor 
wavelength setting, simultaneous averages of the back
scattered radiance for the monochromator and for the 

photometer are obtained. The non-measured quantities 
in Eq. (3) are obtained from the 3800 A tables by log&ri• 
thmic interpolation with respect to total relative path 
(l+sed), and R is ca1culated. The simplest approach is 
to assume that R (3800 A) is also applicable at the 
shorter absorbing wavelength. Accordingly, using & 

series of values of Q (optimized searcb routine), values 
of /(n,B .. RJ a.re computed by Eq. (2) [using logarithmic 
interpolation for {l+sed) were necesaa,y] for each 
absorbing wavelength; values of N are then computed 
from Eq. {1) .• , value of N is also computed for the 
observed radiances and the search is continued until 
computed values of N are obtained just above and 
below this observed value. Total O, is obtained by 
linear interpolation. In this way, four total O&ODe esti
mates are derived: one for each ol the two wavelength 
pairs, in turn, for each of the two surf ace pressure 
tables. A !imple ad hoe procedure is used to estimate a 
6nal value for each wavelength pair, ,u., for R~ 0.2, 
the value obtained with the 1-atm surface pressure 
table is taken; for R ~ 0.8, the 0,4 atm value is selected ; 
and, for intermediate .R, & linear combination of the 
two values is computed {so-called tea-mixing rule). 

At large ,·alues of total relative path, when the sun 
is not far from the horizon, the backscattered radiance 
at 3125 A no longer meets the penetration criterion dis
cussed earlier. :ind the measurements for the 2135, 
3312 A pair lose sensitivity of total Oa. Since the sen
sith;ty d~nJs both on path length and total ozone, 
we calculate an interpolation sensitMty (essentially 
1.V /Ml) for each determination, and the final "best" 
value is selected as that for the wavelength pair having 
the greater sensitivity. 

3. Results 

Total 01 values have been obtained by the above 
method for the period 10 April to 13 July, 19i0. 
From these data, we have obtained a sample of 320 
approximate coincidences of satellite ~ata with Dobson 
spectrophotometer "ground-truth" measurements. For 
the E w:LVelength pair, the satellite data average 0.02~ 
atm-an too low and, for the F wavelength pair 0.020 
atm-an too low. If we seek a simple linear regression 
between the Dobson :ind satellite data, we find 

Q-o.0466+0.92900s} 

0-0.0589+o.88020r ' 
(4) 

where 0, Oa:, Or are the ·estimated Dobson, satellite E, 
and satellite F pair total ozone values, respectively. 
After application of Eq. (4) to the (dependent) sample, 
the standard errors of estimate a.re 0.020 and 0.025 atm
cm, respectively, in absolute units, and 5.6 and 7 .J, 
respectively, as percentages • . 
~ indicated earlier, the treatment of equivalent 

surface :,.lbedo is a critical feature of the evaluation pro-
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cedure. It is of interest, therefore, to examine the w:lv~ 
length dependence of this albedo. This has been done 
for the 320 coincidence cases, '\\ith toul Oa usumed 
known, by using the a-dependent form of Eq. (J) to 
calculate R for each absorbing wu\·elength. Quadratic 
regression relationships between calculated albedo and 
that at 3800 A are :-hown in Fia. 2 for 312.i :1nd .UU .-\. 
The important fe:iture of thdc l.'.un·es ior tot:il ozrmi: 
estimation is that the equi,·,\lent surface all?<,-do i:s 
greater at 3125 than at J312 A ior both surface prts$\m 
tables. Standard errors for estimating the equivalent 
surface albedo at the absorbins; ~·avelengths from that 
obtained at 3800 A are listed in Table 1 for both linear 
and quadratic regressions. 

T ~ 1. Sl&Ddard erron !or awnatiD, equivaleal 111riace alli«io 
at ablorbinc wa,-elencthl from us value at 3800 .1. 

Surface Linear Quad~tic 
pressure Wavelensth teffftilOR r~es11on 

(atm) (ll error rrror 

1.0 3125 0.082 0.081 
3175 0.057 0.056 
3312 0.044 0.°'-3 
3398 0.OJ8 O.OJS 

0.4 3125 0.OCII 0.057 
3175 0.0-16 0.ll.-l 
.i.312 0.0.-'5 O.•\J~ 
3398 0.032 0.031 

The albedo regressions have been introduced imo 
the total Oa evaluation procedure so that the: R u:k.-<l in 
Eq. (2) is the regression value at the absorbing wave
length. With this change, the satellite data average 
0.0014 atm-an too high for the E pair and 0:<)008 atm• 
cm too low for the F pair. Standard errors of estimate 
are 0.020 :ind 0_.025 ~tm-cm, respecth·ely, in absolute 
units, and S.7 and 7.J, respectively, a.s percentages. If 

we perform a linear regression with these new satellite 
values (Os' ,a,.'), we 6nd 

o-o.0269+o.91860s'}. 

o-o.044J+o.8737nr' 
(5) 

In absolute units, the standard errors of estimate are 
reduced trivially to 0.019 and 0.02-l atm<m, respec~ 
lively. According to Eq. (5), the satellite values average 
a little too low at low total O, and a little too high at 
high tot3l Oi. Result!! for the E pair are S:POWD in Fig. 
3, the dashed lines being one standard error of estimate 
from the regression line. It is not surprising that Eqs. 
(5) are not signiricantly better than Eqs. (4). Evidently, 
the nonlinearitid in\·olved in Eq. (2) and in the inter
polation art: not :iufficiently pronounced compared to 
the random di:iereru:es e.~hibited in Fig. 3 to permit a 
signiticant impro,·ement. 

4. Discussion 

The true standard error of the satellite-derived total 
ozone data is probably somewhat less than the errors 
calculated ahow. Fir5t, the coincidence in time and 
space 1'4etwecn the sate:llit.e anc.1 ground truth is never 
perfect. Second, the satellite gives us some sort of 
weighted areal aver:ige, "·hereas the Dobson value is 
integrated :ilon~ the '11:int path between the instrument 
an<l tht' sl;n . .-\, ~wl -· :,,,·a:<cr,.- ,,i the:: l!Xl<nt of the non
roincidcnl"I! hc t wccr. the: !;utdlit.:: and Dobson values 
ma\" be in!d:-trl fr,m1 Tahl~ l. At 3.39~ A, where the 
absorption i:111:.:t i, quitt- small, the standared error is 
roughly on1:-half the ,·alue :1t 3123 A, where the ab-

1oor-:-· --·· ·· 

~ 

3125•3312 .l j 
eoo 

SATELLITE TOTAL OZONE Cm otm-cml 

Fie. 3. Sc:-.llter diagram sho"-ing relationship between Dobsoo 
oanJ .au:llit~ tot&.I ozooc for the E wavdellgt.b pair. Dashed lines 
~ one standard error ol estiniate from linear regressioa line. 
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sorptioo effect is substantial. Since there is no good 
a priori reason for instrumental errors to be luger at 
3125 than at 3398 A, this is.precisely the kind of effect 
wt ~houl<l ob,;erve a.s a r1.-:sult of im~rf~ coincidenc,. 
Thi:- argument is not completely conclusive beause the 
gre.iler standard error at 3125 A may be attributed, 
in part, to differences ~twttn the standard 01 pronle 
and that actually e.'tistini; in the atmosphere at the time 
of :1 satellite obsen-ation. How~er, Dave and lfateer 
(1%-:1 ha,·e shown that errors due to prolile duiercnccs 
:m: prol,u.bly quite sm:ill for high sun and, since fewer 
than 20 of our near-coincidence sample apply to so_!ar 
zenith angles >60•, it is probable that the true stan
dard error of the sattllite total Oa data is approximately 
O.lll5 atm-cm or less at high sun. 

Future work will be aimed at increasing th, size oi 
the intercomparison sample which, for the ~orthem 
Hemisphere winter, will include many more low-sun 
data, and at testing the evaluation procedure using 
dependent and independent :samples. TD 3.ddition, im
pro\·cmcnt of the O\"erall procedure by mea.rus of 
Hrati1ica.tion of th, data sample by- latitude, lSOlar 
zenith angle, albedo, etc., will be investil(llted. ns will 
the aJ hoe pr~sur, inh.-rpolation. 

. I ri..·11,,u/~/~11i,nts. The Backsc-.1ttered l~llraviolct 
E ,pt'ri:m:1ll is a joint t'Xperiment of the (iodd:ml Spact' 
Flii,;ht Center and the Xationa.l Center for Atmospheric 
Research (sponsored by the Xationa.l Science Founda.-

tioa.). The authors a.re indebted to Dr. W. Nordberg 
(GSFC) and to Dr. W. S. Kellogg (NCAR) for their 
continued support and encouragement since -:'the in-
1:cption of the e."q)etiment. The basic tables were com
puted on the CDC 6600 computer at NCAR. It is & 

pleasure to thank Miss Joyce Takarnin,. of NCAR for 
programming assistance with these computations. The 
authors are indebted to Dr. W. L. Godson (Caoadian 
l(eteorological Service) for suggesting the alteroative 
albedo approach and for a critical reading of the manu
script. 
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JOURN,"L OF GF.OPHYSICAL RESEARCH. 

On the Consequence of a Tropospheric CH4 Increase 
to the Exospheric Density 

D. H. EHHALT 

/nstilllt fii, ,l.tm111pl11iri1rl1c- Cl,c-mir, Kr,nf,,r.,rlmn,:snnln,,:r J1ilir/1 Gmh/1. J1illrl1, Frrlrrril Rrp11hlic- 11/ G,mwn_,. 

11 is arsucd 1ha1 1hc pasl incrc:asc in tropospheric CH. o( :about I ppm ~hould huvc c:-.auscd 11n 
incrc:ise in the uoJphcric H :i1om c:onccn1r:11ion by about 30':f. with a cllrrHpondin; incrc:isc in the 
101:il density in lhc hydro1cn-domin:atcd pan ,,( the uni1phcrc. 

INTllODUCTtON 

There arc sever.ii rcpons 1hat the conccn1r:ition or CH, in 
the 1roposphcrc is curren1ly incn:asin1 :u :irate orabu111 1'1c 
per year (Rtt.mm.ur11 mu/ K/111/il. 1981: BlnJ.:r "' 11I .• l'Jll~: 
Elrlwlt n ttl .• 1983). Morco,·er. air samples eictrnctcd from 
ice cores seem 10 indicate tha1 CH, ~e~n 10 increase a rcw 
~enturies a10 and has :ibout doubled its concentration in 1he 
meantime (Crni,: nnJ _Clw11. 198~: Rtt.m111ssr11 mrcl J.:/111/il. 
19~1. These :iuthors also list pussible consequenccs of sm:h 
an increase: an increase in surface tcmp1:rnturc due h.> a 
con1ribution to the ;rcenhouse elTect by 1he ltddcd CH •. 
chan;es in tropospheric and str.uosphcric chemistry due 10 
the :iddition or a reduced ;as to :in oicidizin; a1musphcrc. , 
:ind an ~n~rease in s1r.uospheric Willer v:1por due tu the 
cven1u:il oxida1ion of the added CH •. 

!:-:CREASE IN EX0SPHERIC DENSITY 

Jherc is :inother. r.11her curious consequence which I 
would like 10 ndd to th:ii li5t. namelv. :in incre:,sc in the 
density of the uppllr eicosphere. The li~e of ll11?Umcn1 is w~ll 
known :ind is based on the fact that the transpon of 
1ropo~1,1heric water vapor into the stratosphere is severely 
limi1eJ by 1he low temperature at the Uropic:ill tropopau5e. 
where H:O is removed rro·m the rising :iir by condensntion 
:ind precipitation. Thus the ,·olume•miicin; ra1io _ of H:O ;i 

rcw kilometcrs .ibove the tropopnuse is nbout 3 ppm :1nd 
only about twice as lnri:c :is thnt of CH. al th:ll altituc.Je. 
which currently .iveragcs about 1.6 ppm (Eli/wit,., 11/ .. 19n: 
·P11/lm:J.: et 11/.. 1980). Molecular H: is present with about 0.55 
ppm. :ind CH, :ind H:, although minor constituents in the 
tropospheric hydrogen budget. make a major contribution 10 
the stratospheric one. 

An increase in tropospheric CH. frnm a hi!ltoric tU prm 10 
1.6 ppm today would have c:1used the str:uuspheric hydrll• 
i:en budi:et to increase bv ~O'n. Since CH. is cvcnllmllv 
oicidizcd to H:O. this wo~ld havc me:int :i c:orresponc.Jin~ 
increase of the H:O concentr.11ion in the upper str.uusrhere 
and mesosphere. where H:O is the domin:1n1 hydrogen 
species. an increase which might have bcen ucteclilble in the 
frequency or noctilucent c:luuc.Js. ice ckn1c.Js formins :u 
:iround 80 km alti1ude in polar latitudes. 

Cop~·ri;ht 19116 by the .~mcrican Geophysical Union. 

P:apcr number ~007-4S. 
Ol-41.0:?:?7/tt6/00$0.07-4SSll:?.llll 

The main poinl here is. however. 1hat the total c:onccntra• 
tion or .ill hydro;en compounds in the lower stratosphere' 
also determines the 1u1al . hydroi:en concentration nt an ' 
hi@,Cr lcvcl5. inc:ludintt the uosphcre (c:(. \1/11/kt'r. 1977] . . 4. 
JO'ir inc:rcrnse in Mr,uospheric: hydros;cn compounds would 
therefore pror,ai:ate to the uosphen:. where H atoms arc the 
solc hydrogen species. This would inc:rense the escape flu:< 
of H atoms. ll wuulll also increase by 3~ the llcnsity in the 
hydro1cn•dl1min:11ed p:,n of the exosphere. which durinc 
perimJs of minimum sol:,r .ictivity can reach duwn below 60() 
km altitulle i&S,_S!:,tnllard Atmnsphere. 11976!!. ~hhoush 
this density increase seems of no i:real c:onscqu.:n .. c .. II 

serves as a r.athc:r intercstins ex.imple or how :i ppm chan1c 
in 1hc: Cl1mrnsitiun ,,f the lower p:1rt of 1he atmo5pherc c:in 
prop:1g:uc: to .in elfc:ct l)f the order or IO"n in i1s outer 
reaches. 
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Draft for a limb radiance radiometer 

The earth limb radiance profile can be analysed in various 

spectral channels with a view to derive temperature profile (Co2 
channels) and concentration profiles of several species: H2o, N02 , HN0

3
, 

03 •.• 

The vertical resolution of 2 km corresponds to an angular resolu

tion of 5, 1 o-5 rad from the geostationnary orbit, i.e. the diffraction 

limit for a telescope of 12 cm in diameter at the wavelength 5 Oµm. 

A linear array of rectangular detectors (CMT or InSb cooled 

detectors) in the focus plane of the image of the earth limb, associated 

with a set of commutable interference filters is an attractive 

instrumental arrangement. 

A survey in latitude can be obtained by moving the radiometer as 

whole around ; the subsatellite vertical distribution. Ultraviolet and 

visible emissions could also be studied using appropriate detectors 

yielding information on scattered light or on chemiluminescent airglow 

emissions. 

image of the linear 
projected in the limb 
of the earth 

\ earth 

array 

from the limb 
of the earth 

removable 
commutable 

interference filter 

/ linear array 
/ of detectors 

~-t--==~==::~_ 

Conical limb Radiometer Black body 
(for internal 
calibration) 
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FROM J.L. BERTAUX, Service d'Aeronomie du CNRS 

TO : M. ACKERMAN, IASB DATE : 22 March 1 986 

MEMO STELLAR OCCULTATIONS ON BOARD METEOSAT FOR TEMPERATURE 

PROFILE RETRIEVAL. 

SUMMARY 

With a telescope of diameter 25 cm placed on board a 

geostationnary satellite, the temperature profile in the atmosphere can 

be retrieved between cloud top and 100 km of altitude (and even higher) 

with an accuracy of + 1 .8°K (1 a) over one half scale height. This is 

performed by observing the occultation of 11 bright stars by the Earth's 

limb, once every day. The distribution profile of other constituents can 

also be retrieved (0
3

, No 2 , No
3

, H2o ••• ). 

PRINCIPLE OF OBSERVATIONS 

When a star is going to be occulted by the dark Earth's limb, 

before occultation its light spec~rum is going to be modified by 

atmospheric absorption. A te1escope, combined with one or two 

spectrometers and multi-pixel, photon counting detectors, allows to 

monitor the rapid change of the stellar spectrum simultaneously over the 

full spectrum; and to retrieve the vertical profile of the atmospheric 

absorbers. Tracking can be achieved with the secondary mirror of the 
telescope. No active tracking is needed, since ,the star is in a well 

defined position. 

The stellar occultation technique is particularly we ll 

adapted to obtain a good vertical resolution from a (relatively) remote 

space platform in a geostationnary orbit (42000 km of radial distance). 

The star is at infinity, and the vertical resolution is only limited by 

the integration time that is available, which has to be large enough 

according to the required accuracy. 
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For a constituent which has a constant mixing ratio, like o2, 

its vertical distribution can be used to retrieve the scale height and 

therefore the temperature profile. 

From an equatorial geostationnary orbit, the Earth limb is 

moving on the star background at an angular velocity of 7. 3 x 1 o-5 

-1 rad. s , which converts at the limb to a velocity of the tangential 
-1 point of 3 km.s • At equator, it is the vertical velocity. At mid 

latitude, the vertical velocity is 2 km.s-1 and is 1 .5 km.s-1 at 60° of 

latitude. The Earth's radius is viewed under an angle of 8. 65° and the 

maximum latitude observed is 81 .3°. 

A band of sky of 2 x 8.65 x 360° is scanned along the 

celestial equator each 24 hours, covering 6228 square degrees, out of 

which= 75% can be observed without being impeded by the sun. 

There are eleven stars brighter than visual magnitude V • 2.5 

in this band of sky: 

Name Visual Magnitude 

Mira 2.0 

Menkar 2.52 

Rigel 0. 11 

Bellatrix 1.63 

Mintaka 2. 1 9 

Alnilam 1.70 

Alnitak 1.79 

Betelgeuse 0.8 

Procyon 0.35 

Alphard 1.99 

Altair 0.11 

Declination 

- 30251 

+ 3 42 

- 8 .1 9 

+ 6. 1 6 

- 0.22 

- 1 16 

- 2 

+ 7. 23 

+ 5 29 

- 8.14 

+ 8.36 

Corresponding Latitude 
on the Earth 
(approximate) 

- 35° 

+ 37 ° 
- 80° 

+ 60° 

- 12° 

- 20° 

+ 72° 

+ 53° 

- 80° 

+ 81° (grazing 

occultation) 
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There are about 11 0 stars brighter than visual mag!1i tude 

v • 5, giving a stellar flux 10 times smaller than V • 2.5. 

Other sources (sun, moon, planets) may be also considered, 

but their finite angular size will degrade seriously the vertical 

resolution. 

Each star can be observed to be occulted once each day (and 

perhaps twice, if measurements can be performed at the bright limb). The 

occultation takes place always above the same point of the Earth, fixed 
' 

in longitude (the longitude of the limb) and latitude, if the orbit is 

strictly equatorial. Therefore, one single star is equivalent to one 

ground station performing one sounding per day. 

There is of course some advantage to look at somewhat dimmer, 

but more numerous stars than the 11 ones quoted above. 

PHOTOMETRIC CALCULATIONS 

The detecting system (an image intensifier coupled to a CCD 

or Reticon device) allows to count bhe photons creating a photoelectron 

at the level of the cathode. The rate of detected photons is : 

A, collecting area of the primary mirror of diameter D 

2 
A • 0. 75 ,r~ 

R, reflectivity of the primary and secondary mirror 
2 -R - 0.7 

Rg, efficiency of the grating= 0.30 

Q, quantum efficiency of the photocathode = 0.15 

R Rg Q = 0.0315 

D.'>. ' useful spectral interval for an absorption measurement 
0 

(A) 

n, stellar flux in photons (cm2 s A)-1 

dt, integration time 
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Conservative, typical stellar fluxes are indicated in the 

following table for three magnitudes (based on an energy flux of 10-8 •3 

2 ° -1 erg (cm s A) for a V • 0 star). 

F>. (phot.cm -2 -1 0-1 
) s A 

0 
>. (A) V - o V • 2.5 V ,. 5 

2000 500 50 5 

4000 1000 100 1 0 

6000 1500 150 1 5 

MEASUREMENT OF o
2 

VERTICAL PROFILE AND TEMPERATURE RETRIEVAL 

Several consti tuants can be determined, like o
3

, N0
2

, No
3

, 

H
2
o, and o

2
• Here we consider only o

2
• The o

2 
absorption is most 

prominent in two very different spectral regious, which can be used to 

probe different altitude range 

Spectral range Altitude range Spectral Interval Ii>. 
0 

>. • 1800-2100 50 to 100 km and 50 A 
above 

0 0 

02 Band A>.: 7600 A cloud top to 60 km 50 A 

0 

The spectral resolution can be much higher than 50 A 
0 

typically in the range 1 to 5 A per pixel. But the signal can be grouped 

over several contiguous pixels, and a typical spectral interval ti>. (over 

which the absorption signature will begin to ary) can be studied in order 

to derive the total o
2 

column density in the line of sight. 

Let us consider a 25 cm diameters telescope, with an area of 
2 2 368 cm. The "efficient area" A RRg Q - 11 .6 cm. The number of photons P 

during the time interval dt is : 

(2) P • F >. Ii>. x 11 • 6 dt 
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With a scale height of 6.4 km, if two measurements per scale 

height are required, at 45° of latitude the integration time dt is : 

1 • 5 sec. 

0 0 

For a star with V • 2.5, at 4000 A (at 2000 A, 8 stars should 

preferably selected, like Rigel, Alnilam, Alnitak, and they give more 

flux than indicated in the table) 

(3) 

P • 100 X 50 X 11 .6 X 1 .5 = 87 X 103 

The statistical accuracy S of one single measurement is 
a 

1 -3 Sa,. TP • 3.4 x 10 for V = 2.5; s 
a 

-2 
1 0 for V ,. 5 

Two measurements are needed for the determination of a column 

density N, for which the accuracy is Sa ✓2. 

For a given star, the statistical accuracy decreases linearly 

when the diameter of the telescope is increasing. 

For a given accuracy, the number of observables stars which 

will yield this given accuracy increases like the square of the diameter 

of the telescope. These results are summarized on figure 1. 

For a given telescope diameter, the accuracy decreases like 

the square root of the number of stars which are observed. 

ACCURACY ON THE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

The atmosphere is assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibr ium. 

The variation of the tangential column density N can be expressed as a 

function of the scale height H = kT mg 

Let N,, N2, T1 ,. 0(02) N,, T2 = 0(02) N2 be the tangential 

column density, and o2 optical thicknesses at two consecutive measure

ments separated by lZ .- half a scale height H (which we want to 

determine), and P the counting rate for the unabsorbed stellar flux 
0 



(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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- aN1 - T l 
P
1

•Pe •Pe 
0 0 

aN2 - '2 
.. P e 

0 

.. e 
- (T -, ) 

2 1 
, .. '2 - ·, .. Log P, - Log p2 

ti P1 The uncertainty on, is ti, .. -
P, 

Assuming random errors, 

The hydrostatic equilibrium implies 
r 

tiz 
H 

'2 .. ·, e T .. T - ·, • T 1 2 

ti T tiH tiT 
= - .. -

T H T 

-~ 
(e H - 1 

) = tiz ·, H 

Maximum accuracy is obtained in moderate range of , , like 

,
1 

= 0.2, ,
2 

.. 0.8, yielding , = 0.6. Therefore, an absolute error ti, 

t . t l t · tiT ti, conver s 1n o a re a 1ve error T "' 0 _6 • 

With our example of star V "'2.5 and S .. 3.4 x ,o-3 , the error ti, = 
a -3 tiT -3 

4.8x10 ·r=8x10 

tiT "'1 .8°K (one sigma) for T = 220 K. 

for each individual measurement covering about half a scale height (= 

3.2 km). This accuraly is a function of the size of the telescope and the 

number of stars that are r·equired to be observed, as indicated on 

figure 1. 
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Of course, for each altitude the spectral range and interval 

is adjusted to give the right range optical thickness. In most of cases, 
0 

a · spectral interval somewhat larger than 1U ,. 50 A can be used to 

determine the column density N1 and the accuracy somewhat improved. 

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

1 

T (•) 10 1 0.1 

10-1 10-2 10-3 

RELATIVE ACCURACY ON THE DETERMINATION 

OF TANGENTIAL COLUMN DENSITY 

103 

10 

1 
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